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Instead, Maasai as the photographers 
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Goal: local perceptions and knowledge of interactions 
between local livelihoods and wildlife and conservation 

 
 
 
 

The 2008-2009 drought 
through local eyes 
 
 Effects 
 Coping strategies 
 Human-wildlife interactions 
 

Photo: Naomi Jackson 

Daudi Oloomoni  

Photo: Daudi Oloomoni 



Participatory Photography 
The Photovoice method (Wang & Burris 1994) 
http://www.photovoice.org/ 
 
 
Picture taking + story telling  
To give voice to marginalized groups  
& minorities 
 
 
Theoretical background 
 Paulo Freire – Pedagogy of the Oppressed (1972) 
 Feminist theory 
 Photojournalism 
 Narrative analysis 

 
Objectives 
 Dialogue & critical reflection on community problems,  
       solutions based on local knowledge and perceptions 
 Local people as catalysts of change 
 Reach policy-makers & promote collaboration 

 
 
 

 
 

Photo: J. Katapa 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- Freire’s (1970) approach to community  problem-solving through critical consciousness; 

http://www.photovoice.org/


    

Amboseli Ecosystem, Kajiado District, Kenya 

Kalesirua community, 
Mbirikani Group Ranch 

Photo: Ismael Karori  

July- Aug. 2009  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a map of the Amboseli Ecosystem, in Kajiado District, S. KenyaIn this map, at the center, is Amboseli NP. We worked in swamps here that have in part been settled for cultivation. It is an agropastoralist area, with irrigated cultivation. The land is communal, inside a group Ranch, Mbirikani GR. They receive tourism and conservation economic benefits from nearby Kimana Wildlife Sanctuary, Amboseli NP, and small tourism operations on the GR. 



Photo + Voice 

1) Take photographs 
2) Share & discuss 

meanings and stories of 
the photos 

3) Communicate with 
outsiders 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sharing pictures and their stories. What was impressive is that every single picture had a story! No picture was taken randomly or just for fun. No matter how uninteresting at first the pic looked, each on had a story…



Photographer in action  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another photographer in action: Joshuah Katapa and his analogic camera, in the outskirts of Kimana Wildlife Sanctuary. 



Community workshop: sharing of 
photos & stories 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The big day, at the end of the trip: a big community meeting to share Joana’s PhD results, present pictures of the photographers with their stories in their own words, to the community at large and to local policy-makers and Conservation NGO’s + “launching” of the Association “Maasai Photographers for Conservation”.- Whole community invited as well as local policy-makers and conservation NGO’s such as…



Community workshop: sharing of photos 
& stories 



Photo: Joseph ole Shenaai People & cattle struggling… 



Photo: Isaac ole Mutunkei Wildlife struggling… 



 

Photo: Ismael ole Karori 



Photo: Shadrack Metui “Warthogs never died from drought before…” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this picture by Shadrack Metui, something also unheard of: warthogs dying because of drought! “this shows that this drought is really terrible: you never see warthogs dying because of drought..”. Shadrack ole MetuiShadrack is a 20 years old high school student. He is finishing school and has used his digital camera to take pictures at ceremonies and sell them: “There is no need to look for a photographer from outside if I am there”.�Warthogs don’t usually die of drought“I have never heard of a drought killing warthogs before… Because warthogs usually eat leaves. But the leaves are now dry, so it’s seems that this drought is extremely bad… It is not easy for warthogs to die because of drought! Usually, this doesn’t happen. This drought is really a bad one! This warthog decided to come and eat the small green grass near the water. It was so weak that it didn’t have the strength to walk away from the water and died.”



Photo: Lois Lanet 

“This giraffe was trying to get 

inside our boma in order to 

eat the remains of the crops 

that we are feeding our goats 

with. It saw me and it went 

away pole-pole [slowly]. I 

took this picture to remind us 

that everything is hungry. You 

see, even the wild animals are 

trying to be fed at home!” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Loise Sitaya ene Lanet31 years old. 8 years in school. Farmer & pastoralist Giraffe trying to get into the boma.“I took this picture because of the drought. This is in the evening. Giraffes were coming near our home, standing very near to our boma. This giraffe was trying to get inside our boma in order to eat the remains of the crops that we are feeding our goats with. It saw me and it went away pole-pole [slowly]. I took this picture to remind that everything is hungry. You see, even the wild animals are trying to be fed at home!|”



 

Photo: Kilowa ole Korduni Human-wildlife conflicts… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kilowa ole Korduni Kilowa is a 22 years old primary school student, a pastoralist and a farmer. He lost 20 of his 30 cows in this drought. He hates it when people cut trees: to him, trees should be planted “to defeat the drought”. Zebras in a maize shambaI took this picture because of the bad drought. I took it during the day. The owner of the shamba [cultivated plot] had gone to sleep as he was tired to have been in the shamba all night long, chasing the wild animals. And now during the day, when he is asleep, the zebras take advantage of that to come and eat his maize... And the owner is very tired and his children look at him because now he is not going to get anything to give to his family to eat because his shamba was destroyed. 



 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is Solomon ole Mutunkei here strongly arguing for the economic compensation of human injuries and deaths caused by wild animals (currently not compensated for)… He uses his picture of this old man…



 

Photo: Solomon ole Mutunkei “And there is no compensation…” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
… who was eviscerated by a buffalo at night when he was trying to defend his shamba against buffaloes. This accident is all the more dramatic now, in this terrible drought, as the man is not able to tend his shamba to feed his family, besides having incurred huge hospital expenses… Of all the pictures, this is the one that caused the biggest reaction among the policy makers, leading them to take turns addressing the pressing problem of exacerbated human-wildlife conflicts.Old man injured by buffalo“This mzee is a farmer. He was guarding his crops night and day against hungry wild animals. But one day, unfortunately, buffaloes came to his shamba [cultivated plot] during the day, in the morning. He tried to chase them but instead of going away, one buffalo decided to run towards the old man. The man tried to escape but he was attacked. Even his intestines were coming out of his body. He had so many hospital expenses and he is now at home, unable to provide for his family... I took this picture to show how these animals are affecting people. They attack people but no step is taken by the government to protect people or compensate them. This is why I took this picture. Maybe government officials will see this picture. They can be sympathetic with these people and do something about them. This is a serious problem. So many people are being attacked by hippos too! During this drought, more than five people were killed by hippos.”Solomon ole MutunkeiSolomon is a 29 years old primary school teacher, a farmer and a pastoralist. He lost 40 of his 50 cows in the drought. Becoming a photographer has allowed him to see animal species he had never seen before and go to places he had never been before. He likes the unity brought to its members by the Maasai Photographers for Conservation association.



Photo: Joseph ole Shenaai Coping strategies… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Man on the phone“I took this snap because, you see this man… He is trying to feed his cows with maize stalks [residues from crops] because there is nothing else for his cows to eat. The man is using his cell phone to communicate with the owner of the maize stalks, a friend of his. He wants to ask permission to take them.”Joseph Lobuku ole ShenaaiJoseph is a 24 years old livestock herder and a farmer. He loves the idea that he now knows how to take pictures. He is doing business with his point-and-shoot digital camera, selling pictures taken at ceremonies and graduations.  



Photo: Isaac ole Mutunkei Cows eating… trees?? 



Photo: Malano ole Nkampus “A tree is your friend” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cut tree & charcoal mound “I took this picture because of the big drought... I went away to farm and to migrate with the cows. It was a big job. I was looking and I cut this tree and made charcoal and put it in my bag. Because where I migrate there are no trees so we use charcoal to cook. If we go to the shamba late at night and there is no firewood, we have charcoal to cook with. This is because of the drought: people have to stay until late in the shambas working and guarding; there is no one to go and collect firewood because everyone has migrated; we need charcoal. So that is why I cut this tree, because the drought is too big. I don’t like to cut trees near my boma… but because of the drought, people are working late in the shambas, there is nowhere to find firewood, they go home tired…. So that’s why I cut the tree and burned charcoal…I cut this tree because of the drought. I was not happy to cut it! But it was a must… We don’t have cows anymore so I was forced to do it… The drought forced me to cut the tree. It was impossible to get firewood, even though the shamba workers tried hard… if you look at this tree, you can see it was very old... It had never been cut before. I only cut it when the bad drought came […]Trees have many ways in which they are your friends… o you want to hear the truth of the tree? It shows it is something which has a meaning. Ore naa…. The tree is a friend of a person. You can’t do anything without a tree. It’s a friend, like brothers from one mama. The 1st thing, with it, you fence a boma for your cows and you know your cow doesn’t move anymore, they’re safe. It is the tree that refuses them to move. 2nd, you cannot eat without the tree. 3rd, if a wild animal wants to hurt you, you’re going to be saved by the tree: you climb it! So you go up the tree and the animal is not able to catch you because you’re far. 4th, every man has a stick from the tree.5th, if we go to the forest to eat meat, we use sticks to put the meat on it. We use the tree to make a table, to put the meat on it.6th, we use the roots to make medicine for putting in the soup.7th, the house, the bed, the seats are all from the tree.8th, in drought times, goats have something to eat, called osararagami9th, in a drought we take cows to the forest because the trees hide grass. So all this shows that the tree is really a friend!The last time you are in life, when you are dead, if you’re a brave person… When you’re buried, you are kept near a tree, buried near a tree, even the roots come to visit you in your grave… I forgot: if the sun is there, you go under the shade of a tree…I tell you, what else do you need from a tree that I didn’t mention?”Malano ole NkampusMalano is a 40 years old farmer and livestock keeper. He has never been to school. Only two of his cows survived this drought. 



Photo: Musa ole Shenaai “Our mothers are at kibaruwa…” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Musa Karrie ole ShenaaiMusa is a 35 years old famer and livestock herder. He is also a businessman: he owns a little restaurant and is now in the photography business, selling pictures of people at events. He finished primary school (8 years). He lost most of his livestock in this drought: 36 goats out of 46, and two of his only three cows. Selling pictures has provided him with much needed extra income.Children without mothers“As I was going around looking for pictures to take, I found these children outside their home and I asked them “Where are your mothers?” They said that their mothers went for kibaruwa [casual labor in the cultivated plots] because “We are very hungry, we have nothing to eat.” Their mothers went for kibaruwa very early in the morning. In the picture, the little ones are crying. I felt bad when I saw them crying because I had nothing to give them because there are no shops around. The picture talks about this bad drought.”



Photo: Joshuah Katapa The last cow 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Joshuah Lorimirim ole KatapaJoshua is a 34 years livestock herder and farmer. He has been in school for one year only. He is now in the “camera business”, using his camera to take photographs of people at ceremonies. He says there is a big demand for these pictures. What he likes about this project is that 1) it shows that not only tourists can take pictures; 2) these pictures are an important reminder of this drought, which he will show to his children; 3) it shows that Maasai, Europeans and Americans can cooperate and work together; 4) the Maasai Photographers for Conservation association will “progress” and help their community.The last cow“I found this mama who had gone to the swamp very early in the morning at 6 am. This is the bag she came back with, with grass to feed her cow. She reached her home carrying this heavy load and found that the cow had died and people had removed its hide in the meantime, to make it into a bed. She is very tired. Maybe she is even sick in her back and somewhere else. But the cow has died. So she’s very sad and she’s returning the grass to the bag. This was her last cow. This woman was having so many cows before! She lost everything. It was very hard to lose them. She really struggled to save this cow. Even her son, who works as a security guard in Nairobi, became crazy… He now refuses to come home… He’s not working anymore… He heard that his last cow had died.”



 

Photo: Noah ole Kilelo Calf at home  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The author here is Noah Kilelo. A calf eating porridge at home! This is something that I the western researcher might not have noticed, were it not for this picture! Also unheard of. Noah took this picture to show how this terrible drought is bringing people and livestock even closer together. It is unheard of to see a calf eating porridge at home out of a sufuria, like people!Calf eating porridge at home“I took this picture because of the drought. This is a calf… The calf is at home, being fed maize porridge because the cow, its mother, is dead. So the owner is feeding this calf so that it won’t die. The drought is really bringing the cows even more to inside the home! This calf is now dead… I took this picture because this is something to help us remember that the owner of this calf had a lot of cows before the drought and that this is the last one… He lost all of his cows! I gave him this picture because he told me “I must show people that I had a lot of cows and that this is the last one now”. This is something to keep to help remembering this drought.”Noah ole KileloNoah is a 30 years old farmer and livestock herder.  He has never been to school. Until he became a photographer, he believed that only white people could take pictures. He is happy to have learned this new skill and that both “learned and unlearned” people have come together in this project. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here, Jackson ole Korduni strikes a positive chord, showing that in the same way that people are helping cows that are too weak to stand  and walk, by helping them up (by pulling their tail up), here two men do the same to a weak zebra, that is too weak to stand up and to run away from people….



 

Photo: Jackson ole Korduni “The year people helped zebras to stand up…”  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Helping the zebra up“I took this picture to explain how bad this drought is. Because it has never happened before that wild animals needed to be helped by people in order to stand up. We’ve never seen a zebra being helped up… Becoming so weak that it can’t even get up by itself… This case is historical! This picture also explains that Maasai and wild animals are now really helping one another. Because in the past, when morans [“warriors”] would come across an animal like this, they would play with it, maybe spear it for fun… But here you see these morans helping the zebra up, in the same way that they help their cows. This is because people are now getting economic benefits from these animals. This picture is also good as a record. I might say later on “Do you remember the year when people were helping zebras to stand up?” So this picture really speaks of this bad drought.”He interprets this as showing that nowadays relationships are becoming better between people and wildlife, thanks to the economic benefits that people are getting from the wild animals… He says that in the past, people would have ignored that zebra… while now they help it because that zebra might bring tourism and economic benefits Jackson Senteu ole KorduniJackson is a 26 years old herder and farmer. He lost 26 of his cows in this drought. He has been in school for only a couple of years. To him, though, participating in this project was like going to school: he has learned something useful, which is to take pictures. He has since been documenting Maasai traditional ceremonies. In particular, he recently followed a male circumcision from beginning to end, documenting the whole process in photography. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here, peter Ole Nkoyo uses this image…



` 

 

Photo: Peter ole Nkoyo “Let’s clean the water points” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
… of a dead zebra in the nearby river (dead because of the drought) to strongly emphasize that people should purify their water before drinking it since the river is so full of dead animals these days…  Peter felt very strongly about this issue and compellingly used his picture to educate the community about this public health issuePeter Saningo ole NkoyoPeter is a 21 years old farmer, livestock keeper and trader, with nine years of schooling. He is also the treasurer of the Maasai Photographers for Conservation and has been actively photographing family members and friends since he became a photographer.Dead zebra in the water.“This is a river and this is a dead zebra. This picture shows that the zebra has died in the water. The zebra was weak. It came to drink water but it had no strength to go back to the bush and died. This is one effect of the drought. This picture also comes as a message to people: I use this picture to teach people that we must treat water with PUR [a water purifying product freely distributed by a local clinic]. Otherwise, people will get sick from using this water.”



Photo: Kilowa ole Korduni “Plant trees!” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My vision of trees“I took this picture, but not because of the drought. I just hate it how a person cut this tree! I am not happy at all because there are some people who don’t know the meaning of trees... And I personally know the meaning of trees. So I took this picture to show people that this is not the right thing to do to trees. I didn’t find the person who cut this tree. But if I could talk to him, I would tell him “Why do you cut trees instead of planting more trees?” If you must  cut a tree, you should plant one before cutting. The meaning of trees is that, first, trees attract the rain. Second, trees are beauty. Third, if we could have more trees, the wild animals would not be around our homes because they would have a place to hide and rest, and also they would not suffer a lot from thirst. Fourth, if we had more trees, this would be a good place, and not a desert. This is my vision of trees.”Kilowa ole Korduni Kilowa is a 22 years old primary school student, a pastoralist and a farmer. He lost 20 of his 30 cows in this drought. He hates it when people cut trees: to him, trees should be planted “to defeat the drought”.



 

Post-drought - Nov. 2009 Photo: Richard ole Supeet 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“I met these children surrounding these bones and they started to point at the bones, telling me the names of those dead cows: ‘This cow was named Koroi… This cow was called Pakasi… This one was named Ramat…’ I took their picture. Then the owner of the cows came and he was wondering ‘Why are you going around the bush with a camera?’ so I explained to him and then I asked him ‘What are these bones?’ He replied ‘these are my hundred dead cows, which died while I was watching… They died because of the bad drought… This was a bad drought like it had never happened in my life!’ I asked him ‘Do you mind if I take your picture of you with the bones of your dead cows?’ And he answered ‘No! I am very happy to have my picture taken so that I can remember this very bad drought. And so that my boys, when they grow up, I can tell them ‘I used to have so many cows!’”



 

Photo: R. ole Supeet “This was a bad drought like it had never 
happened in my life!” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“I met these children surrounding these bones and they started to point at the bones, telling me the names of those dead cows: ‘This cow was named Koroi… This cow was called Pakasi… This one was named Ramat…’ I took their picture. Then the owner of the cows came and he was wondering ‘Why are you going around the bush with a camera?’ so I explained to him and then I asked him ‘What are these bones?’ He replied ‘these are my hundred dead cows, which died while I was watching… They died because of the bad drought… This was a bad drought like it had never happened in my life!’ I asked him ‘Do you mind if I take your picture of you with the bones of your dead cows?’ And he answered ‘No! I am very happy to have my picture taken so that I can remember this very bad drought. And so that my boys, when they grow up, I can tell them ‘I used to have so many cows!’”



The Maasai Photographers for Conservation 
Association 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This meeting  was also the occasion to launch the Maasai Photographers for Conservation association.An unexpected but truly collaborative outcome of the project. The photographers want the project to go on. Thus, they suggested that they organize themselves in an association, to which they decided to give the name of “Maasai Photographers for Conservation”.Objectives of the MPC association (now official in Kenya):to develop themselves as researchers through photography, now that they have the tools and the skills; to document and monitor changes in climate,  vegetation and livelihoods over the years. 



Some Maasai Photographers for 
Conservation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some members of the association3 women (2 married, one single); 1 non-Maasai; Majority are young, educated and Christian men (pretty much the ones who were around because they had jobs or businesses and had not migrated with the livestock like other young men did). A few senior elders. Most were educated. But quite a few had no formal education whatsoever. Interestingly, these were among the most talented and most motivated photographers, and that most strongly want to use photography to convey their concerns, as well as develop their new skill for business. 



“I’m proud of myself that I am a photographer!” 

“Now I know that it’s not only white people who can take pictures.” 

“Pictures help keep the memory of this drought for our children.” 

“The project brought together  learned and unlearned people,  big 
and small people…” 

“This was like going to school: I learned a new skill that can help me 
financially.” 

“No need to look for a photographer from outside if I am here!” 

“It gave me exposure.” 
“I had never seen a hippo before!” 

“Pictures can be used to compare an area that is not well 
conserved with a well conserved area…”  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Big outcome: what the pphotographers leraned from each other and from their experience going around phootgraphing under the theme of climate change and conservation.ALSO: increase in self-esteem!!! Not only white people who can take pictures anymore…



Livelihoods & Conservation outcomes 

Reflection on alternative income sources under climate change – 
future of pastoralism? 

 
Ownership of camera + new skill = new income source 
 
Learning experience (species, behaviors  
in a drought…) 
 
Policy-makers: human-wildlife issues awareness  
 
Maasai photographers as researchers 
 
Creation of the Maasai Photographers for  
Conservation association  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These project has yielded some interesting outcomes, some expected some unexpected… - Awareness of human-wildlife issues among policy-makers: yes! The most powerful pictures and most vehement photographers were about costs of wildlife to people, crops etc… The generator died half-way through and the conservationists (rudely) said “we got the message, that’s enough!”… but then these conservationists really addressed the issue of economic compensation of wildlife problems, defending their position etc… This shows how much the pictures and stories stirred the policy-makers…- Critical reflection & dialogue: yes! Mostly about costs and benefits of wildlife. there were participants who spoke of economic benefits of wildlife vs. the ones who emphasized through pictures and stories the problems caused by wild animals. so there was a real debate about the position of wildlife in people’s lives and people were very respectful of each other’s positionsPhotos reflect local knowledge & concerns: yes, the pictures definitely reflect this. truly perspectives from insiders. Some pictures, no outsider photographer would have had access to…Learning experience: discoveries about wildlife. some photographers had never seen before animals they took pictures of… having this goal made them look for those animals and learn about them in the process.Also a learning experience for us. Discovery of aspects of Maasai culture and society that I didn’t know about before- Maasai as researchers & photographers: yes! They took their role as “journalists” extremely seriously, stuck to the project’s two main topics (drought and wildlife), took extremely good care of their cameras (none broken, none dirty, none stolen) etc



Photo exhibits 



Documentary “Through our Eyes: a Maasai 
Photographic Journey” 

Photo: Malano ole Nkampus  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we are interviewing Daudi one of the photographers. He shared what he liked the most about the project, what he learned in the process, how photography can be useful to him and his community, especially regarding conservation etc…The picture was taken by Malano, one of the photographers (that’s why we’re all laughing)



Thank you! 
Ashe oleng! 

The Center for Collaborative Conservation, CSU 
Hewlett Packard (Fort Collins, USA) 
Centro de Administração e Politicas Publicas, ISCSP 
The many donors of cameras & material 
The Kalesirua community 
The Bashir family 
James Njuguna  
 
 

http://www.facebook.com/pages/Maasai-
Photographers-for-Conservation/450814545552 

http://www.facebook.com/pages/Maasai-Photographers-for-Conservation/450814545552
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Maasai-Photographers-for-Conservation/450814545552
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Maasai-Photographers-for-Conservation/450814545552
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Maasai-Photographers-for-Conservation/450814545552
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Maasai-Photographers-for-Conservation/450814545552
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Maasai-Photographers-for-Conservation/450814545552
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Maasai-Photographers-for-Conservation/450814545552
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